Thank you for purchasing an Olympus digital camera. Please read the operation manual supplied with the camera before using your camera, and check that it is functioning correctly by taking a number of test shots.

**PACKAGE CONTENTS**

- Digital camera ....................................................................................................................... 1
- Strap .......................................................................................................................................... 1
- AA Alkaline batteries .................................................................................................................. 4
- USB cable .................................................................................................................................. 1
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- Quick Start Guide ...................................................................................................................... 1
- Basic Manual ............................................................................................................................ 1

**NASMES OF PARTS**

- Shutter button
- Lens barrier
- Flash
- Macro lever
- Selftimer lamp
- DC-IN jack
- Connector cover
- USB connector
- Monitor
- Viewfinder
- Green lamp
- Arrow pad
- Monitor button
- Card cover
- Strap eylet
- Battery compartment cover
- Tripod socket
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**ATTACHING THE STRAP**

1. Pass the short end of the strap through the strap eyelet.
2. Pull the long end of the strap through the loop.
3. Close the strap by pulling it tight.

**LOADING THE BATTERIES**

1. Insert the batteries as shown, making sure that they are correctly oriented.
2. Pull down the battery compartment cover in the direction of the arrow.
3. Close firmly in the direction of .

**ADJUSTING THE DATE AND TIME**

1. Press the button to turn the monitor on.
2. Press the button to display the menu.
3. Select [SETUP] using the buttons and press the button.
4. Select the date format [DMY] (Year-Month-Day), [MDY] (Month-Day-Year) or [DMY] (Day-Month-Year) using the buttons and press the button.
5. Select the clock format using the buttons, and then proceed to the next item using the button.
6. Repeat the above procedure until the date and time settings are adjusted.
7. For the most accurate setting, press the button when the clock reaches 00 seconds.
8. Press the button to turn the monitor off.

**FLASH**

- Open the lens barrier.
- Check the current flash mode by pressing the button.
- Press the button after the confirmation to change the mode setting.

**SETTING OF THE FLASH MODE**

- Flash mode settings
  - Auto (no display)
  - Red-eye
  - Flash Off
  - Auto (no display) Automatically fires in low light and backlit conditions (default setting)
  - Red-eye Reduces the phenomenon of the subject's eyes appearing red in the picture
  - Flash Off
  - White balance
- For taking pictures of people against a night view
- For taking pictures of night views
- For taking pictures of people against a night view
- All the flash mode settings except for Red-eye will return to Auto mode (default setting) when the lens barrier is closed.

**MACRO**

This mode enables you to take pictures in four magnifications: 1.6×, 2×, 3.2×, and 4×.

1. Open the lens barrier and slide the macro lever toward the symbol on the camera.
2. Press the button to turn the monitor on.
3. Take the picture by pressing the button.
4. Close the lens barrier to cancel Macro mode.

**SELFTIMER**

1. Press the button with the lens barrier open to display the Camera menu screen.
2. Select [CAMERA] using the buttons and press the button.
3. Select [SELF-TIMER] using the buttons and press the button.
4. Press the button again to exit the menu.
5. Take the picture.
6. The selftimer lamp on the front of the camera lights for 2 seconds and then blinks for 2 seconds before the picture is taken.
7. The selftimer is automatically cancelled after the picture is taken.

**DIGITAL TELE**

This mode enables you to take pictures in four magnifications: 1.6×, 2×, 3.2×, and 4×.

1. Open the lens barrier and press the button to turn the monitor on.
2. The setting changes in the sequence [1.6× → 2× → 3.2× → 4×] each time the button is pressed.
3. Each time the button is pressed, the setting changes in the sequence [3.2× → 2× → 1.6× → No display (1.0)] each time the button is pressed.
4. Take the picture by pressing the button.
5. When the magnification is set to 2× or 4×, set the Image Quality mode to SQ2.

**SEQUENCE MODE**

1. Press the button with the lens barrier open to display the Camera menu screen.
2. Select [CAMERA] using the buttons and press the button.
3. Select [SEQUENCE] using the buttons and press the button.
4. Press the button again to exit the menu.
5. Take the picture.
6. The Picture-taking continues while the Shutter button is pressed and stops when the button is released.
7. Close the lens barrier to cancel Sequence mode.

**TAKING PICTURES**

To turn the camera on: Open the lens barrier. (You are now ready to take pictures.)
To turn the camera off: Close the lens barrier.

**CAUTION**

- Never remove the batteries or the AC adapter when the green lamp is blinking. If you are using a SmartMedia card, do not open the card cover as this will not only prevent the image taken from being recorded, but may also destroy any images already recorded.
- Press the Shutter button halfway, and then press it fully.

**LOADING THE BATTERIES**

1. Pull the battery compartment cover toward and pull up in the direction of .
2. Insert the batteries as shown, making sure that they are correctly oriented.
3. Pull down the battery compartment cover in the direction of the arrow and close firmly in the direction of .
**EXPOSURE COMPENSATION**

This mode enables you to change the brightness of the image.

1. Press the button with the lens barrier open to display the Camera menu screen.
2. Press [CAMERA] using the button and press the button.
3. Press the button again to exit the menu.

**METERING MODE ( )

Press the button with the lens barrier open to display the Camera menu screen.
1. Press [CAMERA] using the button and press the button.
2. Press the button again to exit the menu.

**WHITE BALANCE ( , , , , , , )

Press the button with the lens barrier open to display the Camera menu screen.
1. Press [CAMERA] using the button and press the button.
2. Press the button again to exit the menu.

**IMAGE QUALITY (SHQ, HQ, SQ1, SQ2)

Press the button with the lens barrier open to display the Camera menu screen.
1. Press [CAMERA] using the button and press the button.
2. Press the button again to exit the menu.

**PLAYING BACK PICTURES**

To turn the monitor on: Press the button with the lens barrier closed to turn the monitor on.
1. Press the button again to turn the monitor off.

**ERASING AN IMAGE**

1. Press the button with the lens barrier closed to display the menu.
2. Press the button again to exit the menu.

**PROTECT ( )

1. Press the button for at least 1 second. The icon will be displayed.

**RECORDING/PLAYING BACK MOVING IMAGES ( )

1. Press the button with the lens barrier closed.

**TURNING BEEP SOUND OFF**

1. Press the button with the lens barrier closed.

**ADJUSTING THE MONITOR BRIGHTNESS**

1. Press the button with the lens barrier closed.

**ERASING ALL IMAGES**

1. When erasing images in the internal memory, do not insert a SmartMedia card.
2. When erasing images on a SmartMedia card, insert the card before following the procedure below.

1. Press the button with the lens barrier closed.
2. Press the button to display the Play menu screen.
3. Select [ SETUP] using the button and press the button.
4. Select [ALL ERASE] using the button and press the button.
5. Press the button again to exit the menu.

**WHEN THE MONITOR IS TURNED ON**

1. Press the button with the lens barrier closed.

**WHEN THE MONITOR IS TURNED OFF**

1. Press the button with the lens barrier closed.
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